A statistical analysis of the laser excitation of cold and randomly distributed atoms to Rydberg states is developed. We first demonstrate with a hard ball model that the distribution of energy level shifts in an interacting gas obeys Lévy statistics, in any dimension d and for any interaction −Cp/R p under the condition d/p < 1. This result is confirmed with a Monte Carlo rate equations simulation of the actual laser excitation in the particular case p = 6 and d = 3. With this finding, we develop a statistical approach for the modeling of probe light transmission through a cold atom gas driven under conditions of electromagnetically induced transparency involving a Rydberg state. The simulated results are in good agreement with experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lévy statistics applies to the description of a particular class of random walks obeying a 'heavy-tailed' probability distribution with power law dependence [1] . Lévy statistics has been studied in great details owing to its importance in numerous scientific areas where such random walks can occur, and where the long tail of Lévy distributions is essential for the prediction of rare events, be that in chemistry [2] , biology [3] , or in economics [4, 5] . In physics, Lévy statistics appears often as a result of a complex dynamics, in various transport processes of heat, sound, or light diffusions, in chaotic systems, and in laser cooling where it has broad applications for subrecoil cooling techniques [1, [6] [7] [8] .
It was shown long ago that in a gas the distribution of energy shifts resulting from the Van der Waals interaction is given by a Lévy-type distribution, known as van der Waals profile [9] . However, Lévy statistics has so far not been applied to ensembles of Rydberg atoms, typically interacting via pair-wise long-range potentials. Being able to simulate very large systems of interacting Rydberg atoms with simple statistics would be very valuable when the size of the Hilbert space becomes too large to allow for an exact simulation of the quantum dynamics. Moreover, a statistical approach to the simulation of the laser excitation of atoms to Rydberg state would be significantly faster than other approximate computational techniques such as Monte Carlo rate equations (MCRE) sampling [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Most importantly, any approach for simulating the laser excitation must take into account the effect of the interaction blockade [18] [19] [20] [21] . The interaction blockade prevents the excitation of pairs of Rydberg atoms with internuclear separations shorter than the so-called blockade distance D b , which may give rise to highly correlated many-body states and tends to favor the excitation of ordered structures [16, [22] [23] [24] . As a consequence, the dynamics of the excitation of atoms highly depends on the shifts of the individual Rydberg energy levels. For a given atom i and in case of isotropic interactions, this shift due to all the surrounding Rydberg atoms j at R ij distance writes in frequency unit,
where h is the Planck constant, and C p is the interaction strength coefficient. The most common interaction is of van der Waals type with p = 6, while another possibility is the resonant dipole-dipole interaction p = 3, and in practice both of them can be isotropic for well-chosen experimental conditions. In order to develop a statistical treatment of the laser excitation, it is critical to determine the probability distribution f (ν) of energy level shifts ν i0 , at any particular location i 0 in the system. The primary purpose of this article is to show that in the case where this location i 0 is chosen independently from the position of any excited Rydberg atoms, f (ν) is mostly given by Lévy stable distributions, and that Lévy statistics is suitable for the description of the dynamics of an interacting Rydberg gas. In section II, a general statistical analysis of ensembles of interacting particles is reported, valid when the space dimension d and the interaction exponent p satisfy the condition d/p < 1. In subsection II A, we first remind the case of a randomly distributed and interacting gas of point-like particles. This result is interesting for Rydberg atom physics if the bandwidth of the laser excitation is sufficiently large, whereby the blockade distance becomes vanishingly small in comparison to the interatomic distances. Then in subsection II B, we simulate f (ν) in the framework of the hard ball model with random distributions of impenetrable interacting particles of radii D b /2, for which the paircorrelation function closely resembles the one obtained considering the excitation dynamics of atoms to Rydberg states [16] . We demonstrate with numerical simulations that the distribution f (ν) remains of Lévy stable type to a very good approximation, and confirm this result analytically at the limit of small D b . In section III, the actual laser excitation of a cold gas to Rydberg state is studied specifically for (p, d) = (6, 3) in a three-level ladder excitation scheme. We use the MCRE approach in order to simulate the two-photon excitation with nearresonant lasers, and confirm the distribution f (ν) yielded by the hard ball model. Finally in section IV, we develop a model of the probe light transmission through an atomic gas driven in configuration of electromagnetically induced transparency involving a Rydberg state (Rydberg EIT), with statistical modeling of the interactions based on Lévy distributions. The simulated transmission spectra match closely those obtained directly by the MCRE approach, and are in good agreement with experimental data acquired as in reference [25] .
II. LEVY STATISTICS OF INTERACTING PARTICLES
A. Lévy statistics of independent point-like particles
This subsection provides a reminder on the distributions of energy level shifts f (ν) for randomly distributed point-like particles interacting via −C p /R p pair-wise potentials. We assume C p < 0 for convenience, although all the calculations presented in this section are also valid for C p > 0, as long as the change of sign is properly taken into account in all the expressions of the distribution functions.
As demonstrated in Appendix A for any isotropic interaction of −C p /R p type and any dimension d, d/p < 1, the distribution f (ν) is equal to the Lévy stable distribution f α,λ0 (ν), whose Laplace transform takes the simple form
The two parameters in this equation are α = d/p, and
where n r is the density of interacting particles, Γ stands for the Gamma function and S d is the unit surface in d-dimension, namely S 1 = 2, S 2 = 2π, or S 3 = 4π.
In the case (p, d) = (6, 3), the distribution of shifts f (ν) is therefore given by the following distribution, obtained long ago and known as Lévy distribution or van der Waals profile [9] 
where λ 0 simplifies in this case to
This distribution is highly peaked at ν max = λ to the interaction with the nearest neighbor particle. Simple analytical expressions of the distribution functions exist for other choices of the parameters p and d as well, especially for d/p = 1/3 and d/p = 2/3 as given in Appendix A.
B. Lévy statistics in the hard ball model
The outstanding question addressed in this subsection is how the distributions of energy level shifts f (ν) obtained in the previous subsection are modified when the particles become impenetrable. For this purpose, we consider a system composed of interacting hard balls of radii D b /2, and perform numerical simulations by Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) computations of hard balls, using an algorithm similar to the so-called Markov-chain hard-sphere algorithm of Ref. [26] . Remarkably, we find that the distribution of energy shifts f (ν) remains of Lévy stable type to a very good approximation, up to
As illustrated in Fig. 1 for the particular case of (p, d) = (6, 3), the numerical simulations are very well fitted by f α,λ Lévy stable distributions, where λ is used as a free fit parameter, and α = d/p. The λ parameter extracted from fitting of the simulated distributions verifies the relation
where 
where α ∼ 0.3 when (p, d) = (6, 3), as shown in Fig. 2 . The asymptotic form of the distribution f (ν) can be recovered analytically in the limit of small D b /R d as shown in Appendix A. We find that for any interaction exponent p and dimension d, d/p < 1, the distribution of energy shifts f (ν) is given by a Lévy stable distribution
with
and where is not surprising as it appears also in the derivation of the second Virial coefficient of the equation of state of a van der Waals gas [26] . The shift of the distribution peak to a higher frequency, from ν max = λ 2 0 /6 to λ 2 /6, is a manifestation of the ordering at higher D b , as correlations tend to decrease the probability for a region locally empty of hard balls. The long tail of the distribution, which varies as ν −3/2 for large shifts in Fig. 1 , is due mostly to the presence of the nearest neighbor. Indeed, since the level shift is calculated at a particular position chosen independently from the positions of the hard balls, the tail of the distribution still varies as in the case of point-like particles.
III. LÉVY STATISTICS OF LASER EXCITED RYDBERG ATOMS
As shown in the previous section, the distribution of energy shifts f (ν) is given in excellent approximation by a Lévy stable distribution for a system of hard balls interacting via −C p /R p long-range potentials, in any dimension d such that d/p < 1. While restricting the discussion in this section to the case (p, d) = (6, 3), we show 
, as a function of
. The data points (blue circles) are extracted from fitting of the simulated energetic
). The distributions f (ν) are simulated with MCMC computations as in Fig. 1 , at fixed particles density, and with various D b . The fit of the data points to a model curve of the form g(x) = α x 3 +β x 5 gives α = 0.281 ≈ ε and β = −0.044 (black dashed line).
that the steady-state distribution of shifts f (ν) is also a Lévy distribution in a system of laser excited Rydberg atoms, where the Rydberg atoms interact via −C 6 /R 6 long-range potentials. In this system, the dipole blockade prevents the excitation of pairs of Rydberg atoms with interatomic distances r shorter than the blockade distance D b . As a result of the blockade, the radial paircorrelation function g 2 (r), characterizing the probability of having one Rydberg atom at a distance r from another Rydberg atom, is very similar to that obtained for a system of hard balls of radii D b /2, but has a smoother transition at the distance r ∼ D b . We will study in this section the analogies between the distribution of shifts in these two systems, but also the slight differences resulting from the dynamics of the laser excitation.
A common method for producing Rydberg atoms, shown in Fig. 3 , consists of a ladder scheme of excitation with two lasers (1) and (2), coupling the |g ↔ |e and |e ↔ |r transitions, respectively, where |g , |e and |r are three atomic levels, ground, intermediate and Rydberg, respectively. Without loss of generality, we only study the case of 87 Rb atoms, with the three energy levels |g = |5s 1/2 , |e = |5p 3/2 whose decay rate is Γ e /2π = 6.067 MHz, and |r = |ns , where the principal quantum number n can be varied for tuning the C 6 parameter [27] . Furthermore, we consider an homogeneous gas of ultra-cold atoms at atomic densities n at ≤ 5 × 10 11 m −3 , and the laser fields (1) and (2) are assumed to be classical.
We calculate the distribution of shifts f (ν) at the positions of atoms i in states |g and |e , which is of most relevance when considering the laser excitation to Rydberg state of such atoms i in the midst of atoms j already excited to Rydberg state. The steady-state distribution of energy level shifts is computed using the MCRE approach, and according to the method described in reference [17] and summarized in Appendix B. The MCRE approach is a well-known method for computing the excitation dynamics in such a system, which can provide approximate results when the system quickly relaxes to the steady state as is the case for near-resonant excitation [13, 28] . As can be seen on Fig. 4 indicated in the figure caption, the distribution of energy shifts f closely resembles a Lévy distribution
where α ∼ ε ∼ 0.3, while n r = f r n at is the density of Rydberg atoms proportional to the fraction of atoms in the Rydberg state f r and the atomic density n at . Moreover, in Eq. (11), D b is the blockade distance, which we define rigorously as the distance that satisfies
where ̺ rr (−ν) is the single-atom Rydberg population calculated for a given Rydberg energy level shift hν, as obtained from the solution ̺ of the single-atom master equation reminded in Appendix B. The profound analogy between the hard ball model and the real physical system becomes obvious when looking at the radial paircorrelation function in the inset of Fig. 4 , and this is the main reason why the distributions of energy level shifts in both systems look alike. Next, we come to the range of validity of the approximation of the distribution of shifts by a Lévy distribution. In the hard balls model, f (ν) is given in excellent approximation by a Lévy stable distribution, up to densities of the order n r ∼ n b = 3/(4πD [16, 17] . Densities slightly larger are achievable in our system, as we obtained with the MCRE computation, and in agreement with recent simulations [17] . However we can easily verify that our system does not draw near close packing where the distribution of shifts would be fundamentally altered.
In order to verify more systematically the approximation of the distribution of shifts by a Lévy distribution, we have simultaneously varied the total atomic density n at in the range of 0.5 to 2 × 10 11 cm −3 and C 6 /h in the range of −0.8 MHz · µm 6 to −2500 MHz · µm 6 , for different choices of (∆ 1 , Ω 1 , Ω 2 ), while keeping ∆ 2 = 0. We have also varied simultaneously the detuning ∆ 1 /2π from -3 to +3 MHz, the Rabi frequency Ω 1 /2π from 1.5 to 6 MHz, and the Rabi frequency Ω 2 /2π from 1 to 6 MHz, while keeping ∆ 2 = 0. We find that the distribu-tions f (ν) are well approximated by Lévy distributions f 1/2,λ (ν) of parameter
where ρ (S) gg and ρ
(S)
rr are the steady state population solutions of the single-atom master equation, and α is nearly equal to ε. To characterize the quality of the fit by a Lévy distribution, we calculate the total variation distance
and find D < 0.07 for all the tested conditions. Since D b /R 3 reaches as much as 1.15 in the simulated set of data, we can conclude with reasonable certainty that the Lévy distribution constitutes a good approximation for our system. In condition of Rydberg EIT, we have
gg , which means λ indeed has the form shown in Eq. (11) . It is interesting to note that at the opposite limit, Ω 1 ≫ Ω 2 , we have ρ
gg , and λ ≈ λ 0 (1 + α). α is nearly constant in the range of parameters covered by our simulations except for a small variation from 0.2 to 0.4 versus detuning ∆ 1 . This variation may be due to the pair correlation function enhancement on the blue two-photon detuning ∆ 1 +∆ 2 > 0 [29, 30] , and is still under investigation.
An important conclusion drawn from this calculation is that the distribution f (ν) of level shifts in this system closely matches a simple Lévy distribution. The effect of the dipole blockade is accounted almost entirely in a single coefficient α ∼ ε given by Eq. (10), although we have identified an important correction to the expected hard ball model in the limit of Ω 1 ≫ Ω 2 . Generally, the distribution of shifts directly reflects on the resonance profiles that can be measured by spectroscopy, hence the simulation results reported here could be easily tested. In principle, it is possible to fully probe certain distribution of shifts by measuring the fraction f ′ r of atoms excited to a Rydberg state |n ′ s versus frequency detuning of an excitation laser, ∆ν, and in presence of atoms already excited to another state |ns (15) where the single-atom probability of excitation to |n ′ s , P ′ r , is assumed to be a very narrow function compared to the distribution of shifts f , as realized for example in conditions of weak driving.
IV. LÉVY STATISTICS APPLIED TO RYDBERG EIT
Many experimental and theoretical studies have investigated the effects of dipolar interactions on Rydberg EIT-like spectra [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Recently, it has been demonstrated that the energy level shifts in an interacting Rydberg gas are responsible for a readily observable spectral shift of the EIT transparency window, in addition to the strong dephasing that was observed in previous experiments [25, 36] . The purpose of this section is to show that a light propagation model based on Lévy statistics can capture most of the features observed experimentally.
Rydberg EIT consists in driving the two transitions of Fig. 3 , with weak probe (1) and strong coupling (2) near-resonant lasers. For clarity, subscripts 1 and 2 of the previous section will be replaced by subscripts p and c, respectively. The propagation of the probe light in an EIT medium is generally well described within the framework of coupled Maxwell-Bloch equations. In the following analysis, we only consider the case ∆ c = 0. Moreover, the kinetics of the atoms is neglected, while steady state equilibrium of the excitation is still assumed, as it is reached on a timescale much shorter than the duration of the typical experiment. The system is assumed to be sufficiently large and homogeneous to apply the local density approximation. We consider the field as classical and neglect photon-photon correlations, while light modulation instabilities are also neglected [34] , which is consistent with the atomic densities and light intensities used in Ref. [25] . Finally, we will neglect any lensing or diffraction effects [37] . Consequently, Maxwell's equations reduce after applying the slow envelope approximation to the following one-dimensional differential equation for the probe field [37] 
where χ (z) is the atomic susceptibility along the probe beam propagation direction z, and E p (z) is the amplitude of the probe field. Then, for a dilute gas, the probe intensity I p is simply obtained from the differential equation
In principle, the calculation of the susceptibility involves the solution of the full master equation of the many-body system. In our system, the susceptibility χ can be approximated as a local spatial average over the optical responses of the different atoms. In a simple manner, the susceptibility can be written as the following average over interaction configurations
1 A simple relation between χ, the Rydberg fraction fr, the twolevel atom susceptibility χ 2L , and the three-level atom susceptibility χ 0 was found from Monte-Carlo simulations [13, 17] , which is however verified only for zero probe detuning.
where f (ν) is the distribution function of energy level shifts due to the Van der Waals interaction, f r is the averaged Rydberg population fraction, and χ 0 (ν) is the single-atom 3-level susceptibility calculated at a given Rydberg energy level shift h ν or equivalently for an effective coupling laser detuning ∆ c = −2πν (cf. Appendix B for a more detailed definition of χ 0 ). As f (ν) is given in a very good approximation by the Lévy distribution f 1 2 ,λ0(1+ε −C 6 /h n at f r , only the knowledge of f r is needed in Eq. (18) in order to calculate the susceptibility. According to the super-atom model [16, 17, 33] , a reasonable analytical approximation for f r is obtained from the following equation
where V B = The imaginary part of the susceptibility as calculated with Eqs. (18) and (19) , Im [χ], may be directly compared to that obtained from MCRE simulations
where f e is the average intermediate state population fraction, and n at is the atomic density. Although none of the two approaches yield exact solutions for the susceptibility, they lead to very similar results, as shown in Fig.  5 , except for a small discrepancy near the Autler-Townes resonances. There is actually a larger mismatch on the blue detuning side of the |g → |e transition when we compare the Rydberg population fractions given by Eq. (19) and that yielded by the MCRE simulation, as shown in Fig. 5 . The susceptibility, proportional to the intermediate state population fraction, is however not very sensitive to the Rydberg population fraction at such detuning, where the rate of single-photon excitation is high. This explains the good agreement between Im [χ] and Im [χ MC ] even for probe detuning on the blue side of the |g → |e transition. We have seen so far how Lévy statistics may be used successfully for describing Rydberg EIT by comparison to MCRE computations. In order to fully validate the approach, we provide in the following paragraph a direct comparison between the simulation and some experimental data acquired in conditions as described in reference [25] . In the experiment of reference [25] , transmission spectra of the probe light passing through an atomic cloud driven in conditions of Rydberg EIT were acquired as a function of probe detuning ∆ p , while keeping ∆ c = 0. A couple of such experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 6 along with spectra calculated using Eq. (17) . The spectra simulated from Eq. (17) with the 
FIG. 6. (color online)
Comparison between the probe transmission spectra acquired in an experiment similar to that of reference [25] and generated by theoretical models. The experimental spectra are acquired with a coupling field Rabi frequency of Ωc/2π = 5.6 MHz, an input probe field Rabi frequency of Ωp0/2π = 1.45 MHz, the Rydberg state |r = |38s , and in the case of two different Gaussian atomic clouds. The first one is of 1/e 2 radius wz = 51 µm with peak atomic density, n0 = 0.38 × 10 11 cm −3 (•), while the second one is of 1/e 2 radius wz = 24 µm with peak atomic density n0 = 1.76 × 10 11 cm −3 ( ). The dashed lines are generated by the Lévy statistics model with the corresponding experimental parameters as inputs while the solid lines are obtained using the MCRE approach (see text).
approximate susceptibility of Eq. (18) are in good agreement with the experimental ones as shown in Fig. 6 . They are also very similar to the spectra computed from Eq. (17) with the input of χ MC . In conclusion, Eqs. (17), (18) , and (19) yield reliable and easily computable results, which capture most of the experimental features. It can be verified further that this model predicts the disappearance of the EIT spectral shift for long Gaussian atomic samples, as was observed in Ref. [25] . There is a slight discrepancy between experimental and simulated data for larger atomic densities, similar to that observed with the enhanced mean-field model of Ref. [25] . It may be due to motion induced dephasing, which should be accounted for with a dynamical model beyond the scope of the frozen gas approximation assumed in this section [28] .
V. SUMMARY
The distribution of energy shifts in a gas of interacting Rydberg atoms was shown to follow a simple Lévy-type distribution which depends mostly on the Rydberg atom density n r , the interaction strength C p , and the blockade distance D b . Based on this result, we have demonstrated that the recent observation of spectral shift and dephasing of Rydberg EIT spectra in presence of strong Rydberg interactions is well captured by a model where the susceptibility is calculated as a statistical average. Spectroscopic measurements of the distribution of energy level shifts in an interacting Rydberg gas should provide a complete test of the theory presented in this article. A Lévy stable distribution g α,s with exponent α ∈ (0, 1) and scale s > 0 is a distribution on ν ∈ (0, ∞) with Laplace transform
For notational convenience, we introduce the parameter λ ≡ s α , write the Laplace transform as L α,λ (t) ≡ exp (−λ t α ), and define f α,λ (ν) ≡ g α,s (ν). The generic example is the Lévy (van der Waals) distribution
Other simple examples are
where Ai stands for the Airy function, and
expressed with modified Bessel functions of the second kind [38] .
Distribution of energy shifts : point-like particles
We consider an energy of the type 
where the limit was taken for n → ∞ at fixed density n r . The final result L d p ,λ0 (t) is the Laplace transform of a Lévy stable distribution with exponent α = d/p and parameter
This result is a particular case of the more general theory of the sum of independent and random variables having 'heavytail' probability distributions with powerlaw dependence [1] . The probability distribution of the energy is indeed that of a sum of random variables Y k = 1/ X k p with power-law dependent probability distributions
Distribution of energy shifts : hard ball model
A full analytical derivation of the distribution of energy shifts for non-independent distributions of particles is beyond the scope of this article. We emphasize here the main arguments leading to the derivation of the coefficient ε of Eq. (10) in case where the parameter
b is small and considering a simplified system of hard balls of radii D b /2 in R d . The calculation is based on the cluster expansion used for example for the derivation of the first corrections to the equation of state of a van der Waals gas [26, 39] .
Again, the analytical derivation of the distribution of energy shifts relies on the computation of its Laplace transform as
where 1 − γ( r j , r k ) is equal to 0 for | r j − r k | ≤ D b and 1 otherwise. Z is the partition function given by :
The first order approximation consists in dropping all the products involving two γ functions from the integrands, that means
With this approximation, the partition function reduces to
This result is valid in the limit of small enough η and n such that the correction to the partition function remains relatively small. Further, the number of atoms n will be assumed sufficiently large in order to calculate asymptotic behaviors while still having
This approximation yields that Substitution of the last two results back into L ⋆ (t), and using the assumptions ζ ≪ 1 and ζ/n ≈ η/2 yield that This analytical result seems to hold for somewhat larger D b than given by the range of validity of the present calculation. Indeed, the condition n × η/2 ≪ 1 for large n up to 10 is equivalent to where h is the Hamiltonian of interaction with the probe and coupling lights. L̺ is a set of Liouvillians simulating the effects of the dissipative processes L̺ ≈ − Γ e 2 (|e e|̺ + ̺|e e| − 2|g e|̺|e g|)
− γ d (|g g|̺|r r| + |r r|̺|g g|) − γ d (|e e|̺|r r| + |r r|̺|e e|) .
The atomic coherences ̺ gr and ̺ rg decay with a rate γ d which is of the order of γ 0 /2π = 0.1 MHz in absence of interactions. In Fig. 6 , we use a slightly larger value for the decay rate of atomic coherence, γ d /2π = 0.6 MHz, in order to account for residual effects of motional dephasing induced by dipolar forces. The Rydberg atom fraction f r in Eq. (B1) may be obtained via Eq. (19) from the knowledge of f 0 ≡ ̺ rr (ν = 0), the Rydberg atom fraction absent any interaction, and V B the volume inside a blockade sphere. In our simulations, Eqs. (B1) and (19) are solved with χ 0 , f 0 , and V B calculated to all orders in Ω p .
